Mason Jar Wraps
Pattern yields 2 quart size mason jar wraps – these little guys are
great for using up those big scraps and leftover jelly roll strips
Materials
2 Fat Eighths or large scraps (cut down to 9” x 13½ ”)
¼ yard fusible fleece (cut down to 8 ½” x 13 ”)
¼ yard or 2 jelly roll strips for binding (cut down to 2 – 2”x 40”)
2 hair ties or ¼ in flat elastic cut to 1 ½” for button loops
4 small buttons of your choice
2 fabric labels of your choice
Scrap of Pellon Shapeflex
Coordinating thread

Instructions
1. Center the fleece with the fusible side down on the wrong side of the backing fabric and fuse
following manufacturer’s instructions. Layer the second piece of fabric on top of the fleece with
the edges aligned and use your walking foot to quilt straight lines every 3/8” or quilt as desired.
2. Once your piece is quilted, use your rotary cutter and mat to cut 2 – 3½” x 12½” pieces,
making sure to cut on all sides making sure the edges are even. Tip: Be sure to measure
around your jar before cutting, the largest quart mason jar measured 12¾” around, but they do
vary slightly – measure the circumference of your jar and if it isn’t 12¾” use your jar’s
measurement and subtract ¼” for the cutting length.
3. When you have your two quilted rectangles, bind them with your 2”
binding strips and a ¼” seam allowance.
4. Measure and mark with a Frixion pen, one inch from the top and
one inch from the bottom edge of the front left edge of your wrap
for button placement and do the same on the back side of the right
edge. Sew your buttons on the left marks, and sew your elastic
loops on the back marks.
5. Trim your label fabric to the desired size, making sure to leave a
¼“ seam allowance on all sides, then cut your scrap of Shapeflex
to the same size. Layer the label fabric with the right side up and
the fusible side of the Shapeflex fusible side down, and stitch all
the way around. Make a slice in the middle of the Shapeflex,
making sure to not cut the label fabric, and use that hole to turn
the label right side out and poke out the corners really well. Center the label on your jar wrap
and use the iron to fuse the label to the wrap and then topstitch around to secure.
I hope you like this pattern – It’s the first one I’ve ever written so I’m sure it could use a little work, but
if you have any questions, please tag me on Instagram @thebaconandmegssews and I would be
happy to help. I would also love to see your completed wraps, please tag your creations with
#scrapwraps

